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I just watch the Cell saga and something bothered me from the beginning: Is Dr. Gero ever shown in the original DB? It's been a few years since I last watched the original Drangonball series, but I was sure he never showed up there. Does anyone remember it any other way? Page 2 6 comments Dr. Gero, the scientist
who unleashed Androids 16 to 19 and cell on the world, was a relatively short-lived villain in Dragon Ball. He made his dramatic appearance after the Frieza arc and the first arrival of future Trunks. It turned out that Hero himself was an android, given the nickname Android 20. However, there is more to The Gero/Android
20 than meets the eye. While he was quickly extinguished by his creations, he leaves an interesting legacy in the world of Dragon Ball. Here are 10 things fans should know about Dr. Hero. 10 Red Ribbon Army The first fact about Dr. Hero that requires attention is that he was one of the best scientists in the Red Ribbon
Army. Red Ribbon Army were frequent antagonists of Goku and his allies in the original Dragon Ball series. Dr. Gero, along with a colleague named Dr. Flappe, were leading scientists to organize and allowed many of their vile schemes. If someone had just watched Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Super, they would have
little indication of how significant the Red Ribbon Army once was, and that's because they were completely taken out during the original Dragon Ball saga. They were only slightly mentioned when Dr. Gero and his androids started plaguing Fighter 9 His name Dragon Ball - known for its name puns, from Sayan's names to
links vegetables to Frieze and his brother Cooler. Dr. Giro's name is no different. The giro is usually the sound effect associated with vomiting in Japanese manga, although it is also used to refer to croaking frogs or toads. Accordingly, it is also a set-top box used in English medical terminology to refer to old age. 8 He
had a presence in the original Dragon Ball Being part of the Red Ribbon Army, Dr. Gero had a presence in the original Dragon Ball, although he was never personally referenced. He created Android 8 with Dr. Flappe and created the unsuccessful Android 9. It was certainly retconning the original Dragon Ball, but it was
still Dr. Hero running in the background against Goku, even when he was still a child. 7 He had a son, Dr. Gero had a son named Gebo, who was codenamed Gold. He was also part of the Red Ribbon Army and died while working for the organization. Hero modeled Android 16 to resemble his son, although he
programmed Android to be softer than his other creations out of sentimentality. While this is a small detail for a villain that does not last long, this fact does add a degree of humanity to Dr. Hero's persona. 6 His beloved Gebo's mother was also a member of the Red Ribbon Army. Although her earthlings name is
unknown, it is believed that she was the man who was turned Android Dr. Hero. She became Android 21, the main antagonist of Dragon Ball: Fighter. Android 21 will infuse itself with the genetic material of Sayan, Namekians, Race Friza, and Majin creatures, just like the cell before it. This made her an extremely
powerful creature. Although it was an addition made in a video game, it's worth noting that Android 21 was developed by Dragon Ball creator Akira Toriyama himself. 5 Every Android has been modeled after something or someone's androids Dr. Hero always modeled after the source. Android 8 was made to resemble
the Frankenstein monster, while Android 16 was made to look like The Hero's Son. For others; Android 17 and 18 were made from a pair of teen criminals, Android 19 was made to resemble a Hero doll found, Android 21 was Gebo's mother, and of course Android 20 was Hero himself. However, the inspiration for
Androids 13, 14 and 15 has never been revealed. 4 Android 19 helped him become Android 20 When Dr. Gero wanted to achieve immortality by transforming himself into Android, he enlisted Android 19 to help him complete the transformation. Android 19 is shown as Hero's closest and most loyal ally, and he assisted
Dr. Hero in his initial attack against Son Gok and his allies. While Android 19 didn't make too much difference in subsequent battles, he was an important ally of Hero. 3 He already considered himself dead as Android Interesting detail about Hero is that he claimed to have died when he first encountered Goku. This was
supposedly done to hide his true identity from his enemies, but it remains to be seen if Hero finds his Android creations to be truly alive - especially given his penchant for making people into androids like 17, 18 and 21. Did Hero consider his Android himself his true identity, or did he come to the recognition that he had
done himself something different than he once was? 2 He may have survived the Android 17 Attack in Dragon Ball: Super Android 13!, it turned out that Dr. Hero's mind may have survived after destroying his body and brain at the hands of androids 17 and 18. Its supercomputer on its base awakened Androids 13, 14 and
15, seemingly under the command of Hero. It is worth noting that in English dub, this is more strongly implied, given that the computer has the voice of Hero, while this was not the case in the original version of Japenese. 1 He returned to Dragon Ball GT Dr. Myuu, creator of Baby, met and worked with Dr. Hero while in
hell in the Dragon Ball GT. The two are collaborating to create a creature called Hell Fighter 17 mutant machine made to resemble the original Android 17. They went to fuse Hell Fighter 17 with Android 17 to create the Super 17, which they sent back to Earth through a portal. Myu and Hero also returned to Earth, but
Hero was killed by Android 17 once more. NEXT: Dragon Ball: Each cell is absorbed (in chronological order) the next Massey and Brock are the strongest Pokemon from season 1, rating related Lists of dragon ball dragon ball z It is fitting, then, what is the darkest story of the arc in the Dragon Ball - has a deep
connection to the red ribbon army arc. Seeking revenge on Goku, Dr. Gero spends years building an army of artificial android people to punish Goka. Not all androids are created equal, with more than a few defects on the way to the cage, but Dr. Hero's creations stand out as some of the most intimidating characters in
Dragon Ball No 8 Android 8 The very first red Android tape presented in the series, Dr. Hero was not an established character yet in the original Dragon Ball. As a result, Android 8, otherwise known as Eighter or Hatchan, never mentions any creator. In the anime there is a filler character named Dr. Frappe, but this only
causes continuity problems in the future. It's worth noting, while Android 8 is very strong, it hates violence just as Android 16 will come to hate violence. Unlike 16, however, Eighter should never sacrifice his life, and is instead allowed to live peacefully in the village of Jingle with Suno. Isn't that life? 7 Android 19
Introduced along with Dr. Hero (like Android 20) early on in the cell arc, Android 19 is the earliest example we as an audience of artificial people in action. At first glance, it seems that Goku has everything under control, but he does not know 19 can absorb energy. Paired with the fact that he suffers from a heart virus and
Goku is basically a hand 19 fight. After that, however, Android 19 almost immediately defeated Vegeta. These are two of the best fights in the cell arc, if nothing else, but Android 19 itself is hardly the strongest of Dr. Hero's androids, although it basically stems from it being the first to actually fight. The laws of Dragon Ball
can be cruel like this. 6 Androids 14 and 15 Movie 7 seem to be working on the assumption that 17 and 18 were defeated in time when the cell does not appear for any reason. Not only that, it seems as if Goku didn't get a heart virus. Regardless of the logistics of the film, the film 7 more or less retreads the early cell arc,
even featuring a stand-in for 17 and 18. Androids 14 and 15 are mostly bland versions of their main canon counterparts. They serve exactly the same purpose as they do, even losing their lives to help the real villain become complete. Needless to say, they were probably around as strong as 17 and 18 were in the main
canon, if not weaker, given how relatively easily they won. 5 Android 13 Cell for Androids 14 and 15 in Androids 17 and 18, Android 13 is definitely a strong enough character strong enough where Goku needs Genki Dama to kill him, but he still is in a pretty awkward place in the series. Understandably, Android 13 should
be stronger than Androids 17 and 18, but what of the 16? Android 16 and Cell were already fighting in the manga by the time The Movie 7 came out in July 1992, but that hasn't happened in the anime and it wasn't close to. Movies tend to fall in line with where the strengths of the characters in the anime, Android 13 was
definitely stronger than 17 and 18, while Super 13 was almost certainly weaker than 16. Genki Dama or not. 4 Android 16 Despite being built before Androids 17 and 18, Android 16 is significantly stronger than its successor Artificial People. In the original series, he never explained why 16 is so much stronger, but it
implied something was wrong with him, given his personality. Even so, 16 doesn't like violence, so he doesn't fight much in the cell arc. However, when Cell threatens 17 and 18 lives, Android 16 steps in and gives the imperfect cell quite a beating. He's strong enough where he could really beat the cell even if he
eventually didn't. Android 16 dies before it gets to show more of its power, but its one fight against the cage is an excellent demonstration of what Android is capable of. 3 Cell Although cell does not follow the same naming conventions as its predecessors, and it was not physically completed by Dr. Gero, it was intended
as a doctor in security-collecting data in the background to create the perfect artificial man. As with Android 13, Cell needs to absorb two other artificial people to harness its full power. Interestingly, it seems that the base cell is actually weaker than Androids 16 to 18, needing to drink quite a few people before the strength
needed to crush the siblings. By the time Cell reaches its super perfect shape, it's around the Super Saiyan 2 Gohan level and could probably get even stronger. 2 Android 18 Android 18 has always been one of the strongest Dragon Ball characters, but it's not that the series is delayed or commented often. However, this
only makes it even more memorable when 18 actually gets to take part in the action. Doug Bue very briefly turns her into a more supportive role, even with her beat Goten and Trunks in the tournament fight, but it's the super that has done wonders for her character. The universe of survival arcs in particular gave 18 quite
a lot to do, with the anime even allowing her to finish Ribriann in one of the tournament's best fights. Only getting stronger with an endless amount of stamina to tap into, 18 is an asset when it's around. 1 Android 17 Although Android 17 was presented as the strongest of the two androids, only 18 actually got to join the
main cast heading into the Bue Arc. 17 was relegated to a Toriyama cameo originally intended for lunch. Dragon Ball GT in particular showed him as Super 17, a pretty powerful villain. Super has also brought Android 17 back into the fold, but it does much better than GT did, having 17 to serve as one of the main
characters in the universe of survival arc, strong enough to last until the very end and help Goku and Frieze defeat Jiren. He and 18 are both back in the Moreau arc Land a hand as well. All signs point to 17 sticking around, and his one of dragon ball's strongest heroes. NEXT: Dragon Ball: 10 Most Challenging Enemies
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